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Abstract

This paper presents a framework to synthesize large
realistic iris databases, providing an alternative to iris
database collection. Firstly, iris patch is used as a basic
element to characterize visual primitive of iris texture,
and patch-based sampling is applied to create an iris
prototype. Then a set of pseudo irises with intra-class
variations are derived from the prototype. Qualitative
and quantitative studies reveal that synthetic databases
are well suited for evaluating iris recognition systems
by achieving three goals: (1) the synthetic iris images
bear a close resemblance to real iris images in terms of
visual appearance; (2) the proposed framework is able
to generate databases with large capacity; (3) statis-
tical performance shows that the synthetic iris images
hold all the major characteristics of real iris images.

1. Introduction

Significant progress has been made in developing
new iris recognition algorithms. However, most of them
are evaluated on relatively small databases, some of
which are publicly available[1, 2, 4]. Experiments on
these databases suffer from the following drawbacks:
(1) None of the algorithms has gone through extensive
testing, making the performance on large databases un-
predictable. (2) It makes the algorithms database depen-
dent, lacking generalization ability. This scenario raises
a practical demand of large databases for evaluating and
comparing various iris recognition algorithms. How-
ever, collecting large databases not only costs time and
effort, but also introduces controversy issue due to pri-
vacy concern. Synthesizing artificial iris database pro-
vides an alternative to cope with this problem.

Synthetic biometrics are relatively new and have
been witnessed a steady development in the past few
years. In previous studies of iris synthesis, Cui et
al.[3] used PCA and super-resolution for iris synthesis,
and firstly brought synthetic irises into biometric do-

main. Makthal and Ross[7] used Markov Random Field
(MRF) to generate iris image. Zuo et al.[10] proposed
a model based and anatomy based method to generate
iris images. The weaknesses of these methods lie in the
unrealistic visual effects of synthetic iris[3, 7] and high
complexity of the algorithms[7, 10].

This paper addresses iris database synthesis with a
target of overcoming these problems. We introduce a
novel iris synthesis technique, which can generate a
large realistic iris database in a short time. Motivated
by the work of Liang et al.[5] about texture synthesis,
we apply patch-based sampling to iris synthesis and it
turns out to work well in producing the distinctive char-
acteristic of iris texture.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the framework of our approach. Sec-
tion 3 describes the patch-based sampling for iris pro-
totype synthesis. Section 4 addresses the problem of
derivatives generation. Experiments and analysis are
provided in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1. The framework of the proposed
iris image synthesis approach.

2. Iris Image Synthesis Framework
Fig.1 presents the complete framework of our ap-

proach, showing that there are four steps involved in
one class image synthesis: (1) An input sample image
is formed. (2) A prototype image is created. (3) Multi-
ple images with intra-class variations are derived from



the prototype. (4) The derivatives are warped into annu-
lar shape ultimately. Our work mainly focuses on step
(2) and (3), with the following two sections describing
the details. In this section we introduce step (1) and
(4) briefly. For step (1): Fig.2 illustrates how to ob-
tain the sample texture. Given a clear iris image, image
preprocessing is carried out to obtain a normalized iris,
with the details described in [6]. Then a region of in-
terest (ROI) is selected as the input sample texture Iin,
by eliminating eyelids/eyelashes noises. For step (4):
Bilinear interpolation is used to warp the rectangular
derivatives from polar to Cartesian coordinates.

3. Patch-Based Sampling for Iris Prototype
Synthesis

Iris-Texton[8], usually contained in iris patches, are
proven to be effective representation of the visual prim-
itive of iris texture. Therefore, we use iris patch as basic
element to characterize iris. We introduce patch-based
sampling[5], which is capable of synthesizing a wide
variety of textures, to synthesize iris texture.

The basic idea of patch-based sampling for iris im-
age synthesis is illustrated in Fig.3. Assuming the grey
area of the synthetic image Isyn is already generated,
for the next target patch Pk to be synthesized, its bound-
ary zone Bsyn is already known. Then the input sam-
ple texture Iin is searched exhaustively for zone Bin

with the same shape and size as Bsyn. If the distance of
these two zones d(Bsyn, Bin) ≤ δ, we consider Bin as
a match zone of Bsyn, and the patch with the boundary
Bin is selected as a candidate patch that could be pasted
in the target area of synthetic image Isyn.

For preserving the stochastic characteristic of iris
pattern, a candidate patch is selected randomly from the
patch set ΦP that consists of a number of patches whose
boundary zones Bin met the constraint:

ΦP = {Binj |d(Bsynk , Binj ) ≤ δ}, (1)

(k = 1, 2, ..., N ; j = 1, 2, ..., β.)

where δ is the tolerance of the boundary zone, and Binj

is boundary of the jth candidate patch selected from
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Figure 2. Illustration of obtaining input
sample texture Iin.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the patch-based
sampling method[5].

the input sample texture Iin. For a given tolerance δ, if
ΦP = ∅, then we simply select β patches with the top
β smallest distance d(Bsyn, Bin) to form ΦP .

The algorithm can be stated as follows:
1. Initiate the image by filling adequate values to the

first wE rows and columns as the known area.
2. For k ≤ N , find all the patches in Iin whose zones

match the boundary Bsynk of the kth patch, and
obtain the set ΦP using Eq.1; if ΦP = ∅, find
the top β patches whose boundary zones closest to
Bsyn to form ΦP ,

3. Randomly select a patch from ΦP and paste it on
the target area of Isyn. Update the kth boundary
zone using: Bsynk = (Bsynk + Binj )/2. Set k =
k + 1.

4. Repeat step 2-3 until k > N (N is total number of
patches required).

Besides the above procedure, there are two tips spe-
cific for iris synthesis: (1) Qiu et al.[8] had shown that
iris textural appearance of Westerners differ from that
of Asians. Rich textures equally distribute on the over-
all iris region for Westerners, whereas they often con-
glomerate on the inner half iris region for Asians. When
employing CASIA[2] samples, since they mainly come
from Asian, we use the inner half textures to synthe-
size the inner region and outer half for the outer re-
gion. This strategy is not necessary for UPOL[4] irises
as they mainly come from Westerner. (2) The first and
last column of rectangular iris texture are actually ad-
jacent, because human iris is circular. So the edge is
treated toroidally to make the transition smooth to meet
this requirement.

4. Generating Multiple Derivatives
In reality, images of the same iris differ in appear-

ance attributed to a number of factors: distortion, de-
focus, noises, perturbation, rotation, etc. Several mea-
sures are employed to achieve these effects. Nonlinear



deformation described in our previous work[9] is ap-
plied to derive irises with different pupil sizes, there-
fore the distorted effects of texture in pupil dilation and
contraction can be simulated. Gaussian filter is used to
smooth images to achieve defocus effects. Noisy image
is obtained by adding several kinds of noises on them
(White Gaussian noise, Salt&Pepper noise, etc.). Per-
turbation effect is accomplished by shifting image pixel
positions randomly within an acceptable threshold, and
then fill the blank gaps using bilinear interpolation to
smooth the image. Rotation on circular iris can be eas-
ily achieved by horizontal translation on its polar coor-
dinates. Fig.4 shows an image prototype and some of
its intra-class derivatives.

(a) prototype (d) rotation(b) defocus (c) deformation

Figure 4. Multiple derivatives of an image
prototype.

5. Experiments and Analysis

We adopt three indicators to analyze the synthetic
irises to find out whether they are valid in real instance:
(1) visual appearance; (2) database capacity; (3) statis-
tical performance.

(1) Visual appearance: A set of real and synthetic
iris images are displayed in Fig.5. We embedded some
synthetic irises into real images by replacing the orig-
inal iris region (shown in Fig.5(j)) to make them more
realistic. We conducted a survey on three groups of peo-
ple, who are asked to find real irises from a mixture im-
age set (10 real vs. 10 synthetic). Group1 has 15 people
without iris background; Group2 consist of 15 people
trained with 20 real irises; Group3 is composed by 6 re-
searchers in iris domain. Fig.6(a) gives the test results,
which manifests that it is very hard to distinguish real
irises from synthetic irises. Therefore it can be con-
cluded that the proposed method can generate highly
realistic irises, with textural details well preserved.

(2) Database capacity: By changing input sample
size, we conducted extensive experiment to see whether
prototypes created by the same iris would be duplicate
with each other. Results show that one image can cre-
ate at least 500 prototypes without duplicates. There-
fore the capacity of synthetic database is huge given
the existing real iris samples. For instance, the 819
classes data in CASIA-IrisV3-Lamp[2] can produce at
least 409,500 classes synthetic irises.
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Figure 5. (a):CASIA[2] iris; (b):Synthetic
iris using proposed method; (c):Synthetic
iris using MRF; (d):Synthetic iris using
PCA; (e)&(f):CASIA[2] and UPOL[4] iris;
(h)&(i): synthetic iris using input samples
of CASIA[2] and UPOL[4] by proposed
method; (g): Bath[1] iris; (j): synthetic iris
embedded to (g).

(3) Statistical characteristic: Two synthetic
datasets denoted as Syn1 and Syn2, are employed in our
experiment. Each contains 800 classes with 20 images
per class. Syn1 and Syn2 are derived from the same
prototype set, but with different parameters used when
generating derivatives. By controlling parameters, the
global statistics of genuine Hamming distances (HDs)
distribution is predictable. Heavier intra-class varia-
tion is allowed in Syn1, triggering higher error rates;
whereas only minor variations are allowed in Syn2.
Fig.6(c) shows how Syn1 and Syn2 vary in genuine
HDs, while sharing the same imposter HDs which is
made by prototype matching only. Fig.6(b) shows HDs
of CASIA[2] irises for comparison. Fig.6(d) shows
ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves of four
databases: CASIA[2], Bath[1], Syn1 and Syn2. Table 1
shows a comparison of their recognition results.

Discussion: Preliminary studies show that the syn-
thetic databases are valid by achieving three goals: (1)
synthetic irises are highly realistic; (2) the expected
capacity of synthetic databases is large; (3) statistical
characteristic of synthetic databases is globally control-
lable, indicating they are well suited for algorithm eval-
uation.
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(a) A human visual test on real vs. synthetic irises.
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(b) HDs of CASIA[2] iris.
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(c) HDs of synthetic iris.
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Figure 6. Experimental results.

Besides its effectiveness, the proposed method per-
forms very fast, one class iris with 20 images can be
generated within 30 seconds on a Pentium 3.0GHz CPU
with VC++ based implementation. A database of 800
classes with 16,000 images can be synthesizing in less
than 7 hours. By implementing other two other meth-
ods, MRF[7] and PCA[3], we find that they show a
fairly high failure rate in producing visually realistic
irises (see Fig.5(c)(d)). Moreover, MRF is computa-
tionally expensive. Our approach outperforms the state-
of-the-art in these aspects.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel iris synthesis
method and established an effective paradigm to synthe-
size large iris databases, with the purpose to overcome
the problems of data collection. Patch-based sampling
is firstly employed to create prototypes, then a number
of intra-class images are derived from each prototype.

Table 1. Experimental results: real vs.
synthetic databases.

EER FRR FRR
(FAR=FRR) (FAR = 10−3) (FAR= 10−5)

CASIA 0.7193% 1.4035% 2.6842%
BATH 0.0806% 0.0082% 2.0629%
Syn1 0.8204% 2.1802% 5.2871%
Syn2 0.1138% 0.1481% 1.2629%

Our approach produces highly realistic irises. Exten-
sive experiments show that the synthetic irises preserve
the major properties of real irises and bear controllable
statistics, thus promising for algorithm evaluation.
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